Long distance PCR in detection of inversion mutations of F8C gene in hemophilia A patients.
In the present paper, the experience with detection of intron 22 inversion of F8C gene in severe hemophilia A patients using a recently described long-distance PCR (LD-PCR) method was reported. To test the sensitivity and the specifity of the LD-PCR, analysis of 46 DNA samples of patients and their family members, previously tested by Southern hybridization, was performed. In addition, 16 DNA samples of severe hemophilia A patients in which causative mutation was unknown, were included in analysis. Four-primers, P, Q, A&B, which are able to differentiate between the affected males with or without the inversion, and in female carriers, were used in LD-PCR. Two primers, P&Q, are located within the F8C gene flanking int22h1. Two further primers, A&B, flank int22h2 and int22h3, extragene homologs of int22h1. Nine combinations of four primers were used to identify the optimal one. Four-primers (P, Q, A&B), three-primers (P,Q & B;P, A & B; A, B & Q;P, Q & A) and two-primers (A & B; P & Q; A & Q; P & B) PCR amplifications were performed in the hemophilia A patients as well as in obligate carriers DNA samples. Successful amplification required introduction of some modifications of the original protocol. The most reproducible and uniform results were obtained using two-primers PCR, performed in four single reactions. Thus, a total of 46 DNA samples, 22 were hemizygous for inversion, 6 without the inversion, 14 carriers and 4 non-carriers of inversion. Perfect correlation between genotypes determined using Southern hybridization and LD-PCR was achieved. The optimalized two-primers LD-PCR protocol was used for analysis of 16 DNA samples of severe hemophilia A patients with unknown mutation. Ten cases of inversions and six cases without them were detected. Thus in additional 10 severe hemophilic patients DNA diagnosis was completed. The most successful and reproducible results were obtained performing four single LD-PCR reactions with combinations of two-primers A & B; P & Q; A&Q, and P&B in each DNA sample and this approach is recommended for routine using in clinical practice.